Conservation
Guidance Notes

CGN Series
Introduction

These Conservation Guidance Notes are a series of guides developed by Scotland’s
Garden & Landscape Heritage through the Glorious Gardens Project to assist land
owners and land managers in conserving the historic designed landscapes of the
Clyde and Avon Valleys.
The Clyde and Avon Valleys are characterised by designed estate landscapes
occupying the slopes of the valleys, separated by deep wooded gills. The Clyde and
Avon Valleys have a history of being productive and fertile, the “fruit basket of
Scotland”.
Conservation Guidance Notes have been prepared for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tree avenues, specimen trees and roundels
Peeps, Views and Vistas
Orchards in designed landscapes
Roadside boundaries and entrances, ha-ha's, estate walls and strap fences
Walled Gardens

This series has been produced for the Clyde and Avon Valleys, considering key issues for this
area. It is not exhaustive, and other relevant guidance notes are available and include:





Historic Environment Scotland: Inform guidance series
Historic Environment Scotland: Managing Change in the Historic Environment series
Forest Research: Best Practice Guidance series
Other internet sources

The Conservation Guidance Notes have been produced alongside the Conservation Strategy for
the Clyde and Avon Valleys, which sets out a recommended approach to prioritising conservation
works in the area.

This Guidance Note is produced as part of a series developed by Scotland’s Garden & Landscape Heritage through the Glorious Gardens Project.
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CGN 1
Trees in Designed
Landscapes
Tree avenues, specimen trees, roundels and exotic trees represent special features
within the Clyde and Avon Valleys because they announce the presence of a
designed landscape.
Trees were planted within the estate
policies and surrounding the house
and represent a planned intervention
designed to create order within the
natural environment. These features
are often widely visible, in particular
where parkland is open to views from
publicly accessible routes. In addition
to their inherent aesthetic qualities,
veteran trees are also of dendrological
and ecological importance.

Lime tree avenue at Kerse

Tree Avenues are prominent features within the
landscape, particularly when a single tree species is
used to frame the approach drive leading from the
entrance to the main house.
Specimen trees, where surviving, are also prominent
features within the designed landscape estate policies
either in parklands or within the pleasure gardens.
Surviving examples are often veteran trees. Many
designed landscapes have ‘lost’ their specimen trees.
Specimen trees were often enclosed by tree guards to
protect the trees from grazing. Many mature
Limespecimen
tree avenue attrees
Kerse display a uniform underside to the tree
canopy, where they have been grazed by deer and
cattle.
Specimen trees at Kerse

Roundels and rond-points represent ‘lost’ features
within the Clyde and Avon Valleys. Tree roundels were
groups of trees planted in a circle or lozenge shape

within the parkland polices. Roundels were often encircled with
a metal strap ‘estate’ style fence to protect the trees from
grazing cattle. Analysis of Roy’s Military Map would suggest a
round-point was planted on the slopes of Black Hill to the west
of Stonebyres, and a surviving example exists in the parkland of
Dalserf, close to the River Clyde.
Exotic trees were introduced to provide aesthetic enjoyment, and
mostly date from the late 18th and early 19th centuries when
plant collecting was at its height. Exotic trees were often
planted in an arboretum and pinetum. Notable species include
Western Hemlock, Giant Redwood and Douglas Fir, which often
grow to a considerable height, and are a feature of many
Scottish designed landscapes.
Tree avenues, specimen trees, roundels and exotic trees will be
of particular interest within a designed landscape if:



A desk top review of historic plans/ estate plans or
records confirms their presence.
They still exist, and species can be identified.
Ancient oak

Conservation should focus on managing trees and ensuring a
programme for replanting is in place to perpetuate these natural
heritage features. Priorities for managing and replanting trees in
designed landscapes may include:







Record the condition, age and prescribe management
recommendations of surviving individual trees, and tree
groups.
Obtain professional guidance from arborists on tree
management.
Mature and veteran trees are havens for wildlife.
Therefore, observe legislation regarding protected species
and ecological good practice.
Tree avenues often present site-specific approaches to
their replanting, therefore consider obtaining professional
guidance from landscape architects and foresters on
replanting options.

An approach to replanting ‘lost’ trees may include:


Young lime trees at the Alexander Hamilton Memorial Park



A review of historic plans/ estate plans or records to
confirm the ‘loss’ of these natural heritage features.
A walk over the ground may identify tree stumps, or locate
circular depressions which indicate that individual trees
were once present.
Preparation of a programme for replanting, establishment
and management of woodlands, using suitable species
identified through knowledge of existing local tree species.

This Guidance Note is produced as part of a series developed by Scotland’s Garden & Landscape Heritage through the Glorious Gardens Project.
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CGN 2
Peeps, Views & Vistas

The topography of the Clyde and Avon Valleys is a special feature of the area,
giving opportunities for dramatic scenes including panoramas over the valley,
framed views along watercourses or glimpses down deep gorges.
The views of the Clyde and Avon
Valleys have long inspired artists to
visit the area and a wide range of
iconic images exist. However, many of
these views are lost, through tree or
vegetation growth, development, or
lack of maintenance or access.
Views or glimpses, often locally known as ‘peeps’ are
important to the experience of the valleys, particularly
along wooded walks where features of interest should
be visible. A peep will be of particular interest to the
designed landscape heritage of the valley if:

View overlooking the Clyde Valley from Kirkfieldbank

 Historic plans and/or photographs exist that illustrate it as having been an open view, such as part of a pleasure
walk
 It is focussed on a particular feature that is of interest in the designed landscape such as a folly or waterfall
 There are cultural associations
through paintings of the view from
that location, or there are views of
iconic features from the viewpoint
 Viewpoint features remain, such as
a pavilion or viewing house, or more
simply, seating, ironwork,
mature/veteran trees that were
planted to frame views, and
historical path access

The Mouse Water at Jervisbank

Other potential viewpoint locations may
not have these features, but may be of
interest in opening up views of
particular aspects of the designed
landscape.

Conservation should focus on the re-opening of views and the
preservation of existing elements relating to the location as a
viewpoint. Priorities may include (depending on the current status
of the features):









Record extant features and current views, using maps,
drawings and photographs, to preserve information
Fell selected trees or undertake tree surgery to re-open views
or peeps – this may include self-seeded vegetation or
overhanging branches
Plan for the maintenance of vegetation in the view corridor,
such as coppicing to keep canopies low
Clear invasive vegetation such as brambles, rhododendrons
and scrub that obstructs the viewpoint and the access to it
Consolidate structures at the viewpoint including retaining
structures or railings
Replace seating
Provide interpretation for the view and why it is important

A view enclosed by woodland, from Baronald

Opportunities for viewpoints include views from or to country houses (or their remaining sites), views of rivers
including waterfalls, and views across valleys. Examples of known or iconic peeps are listed below, but others are
likely to exist on each estate:

Recently re-opened views at Chatelherault






Avon Gorge from Chatelherault Hunting Lodge or from various locations along the Avon Braes
Corra Linn from Bonnington Pavilion
The Clyde from Mauldslie above Jock’s Gill
Locations along the road network may also be important, such as locations on the A72 where Cambusnethan
Priory, Waygateshaw or Milton Lockhart Bridge are visible

This Guidance Note is produced as part of a series developed by Scotland’s Garden & Landscape Heritage through the Glorious Gardens Project.
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CGN 3
Orchards

Orchards represent a characteristic feature of the Clyde valley, along with designed
landscapes and semi-natural woodlands. The Clyde Valley was Scotland’s leading
commercial fruit growing area in its heyday during the 19th century. The valley is
often referred to as ‘Scotland’s fruit basket’, and several fruit varieties originated
here.
At the beginning of the 19th century the Clyde
Valley included 27 ‘principle Clydesdale
orchards’ covering more than one hundred and
fifty acres. Records reveal that by the late
1800’s, 60 varieties of apple were cultivated
along the 20-mile strip between Lanark and
Bothwell, with 24 varieties of pear produced by
the orchards that sloped down towards the
River Clyde. Several varieties, such as the
‘Clydesdale’ ‘Cambusnethan Pippin’ and ‘Scotch
Dumpling’, were developed in the valley. Plums
and damsons were also an important crop.

Heritage varieties of apples still grow in the Clyde Valley

Much recent work has been undertaken by the
Clyde Valley Orchards Group and the Clyde
and Avon Valley Landscape Partnership to
raise awareness of the areas rich fruit
growing heritage. However, what can be
overlooked is that many designed landscapes
in the area included orchards within their
policies.

Orchards can form part of a designed landscape

Analysis of the 1st and 2nd Edition Ordnance
Survey map series reveals that orchards were
a feature within the polices of most designed
landscapes within the Clyde Valley.

Remnant orchard at Kirkfieldbank

Orchards were once a feature within the policies of estates including Cambusnethan, Brownlee, Waygateshaw,
Crossford and Carfin and Baronald. Solitary fruit trees have been recorded within Cambusnethan and Crossford and
Carfin estates.
Fruit trees were also grown within walled gardens trained on wires fixed to the walls as espaliers or cordons. (Refer to
CGN 4 Walled Gardens).
Orchards will be of particular interest within a designed landscape if:





A desk top review of historic plans/ estate plans or records confirms their presence
They are located within areas that are closer to the heart of the estate, rather than peripheral areas
Fruit trees still exist, particularly where they can be identified as being of older or rarer varieties, or varieties
that are local to Clydesdale.
Historical fruit varieties can be traced to the estate (such as at Cambusnethan) through records or surviving
trees
Conservation should focus on management of
surviving orchards as well as reinstating ‘lost’ orchards:
 A review of historic plans/ estate plans or records to
confirm the ‘loss’ of orchards.
 A walk over the ground to identify solitary fruit trees,
stumps, or locate circular depressions which indicate
that trees were once present.
 Prepare a programme for the replanting and
management of orchards using locally grown heritage
varieties of plum, damson, apple and pear.

Orchards are popular as community projects

The Clyde Valley Orchard Group is the key group to
refer to regarding locally grown fruit and orchards in
the Clyde Valley, further information can be found at
www.clydevalleyorchards.co.uk.

This Guidance Note is produced as part of a series developed by Scotland’s Garden & Landscape Heritage through the Glorious Gardens Project.
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CGN 4
Boundary Features

The designed landscapes of the Clyde and Avon Valleys give the area a special
character, with an ordered layout, which most people experience from public roads
and paths. The edges of an estate are important to the overall impression, and can
give a sense of coherence to the whole.
Boundaries are often defined by hedges, walls or fences. The condition of these
boundaries reflects on the character of the landscape.
An estate with tidy boundaries looks well maintained and managed,
while the same estate with overgrown hedges or tumble-down walls
will appear to be in decayed or even derelict state. The boundaries of
estates in the Clyde and Avon Valleys are in variable condition, but
are essential to the character of the landscape as a whole. Roadside
boundaries and estate entrances define the experience of travelling
through the area, for example along the A72 with the winding road
enclosed by woodland or overgrown hedges/scrub with glimpses out
across the valley, then punctuated by sections of wall and dramatic
gateways such as at Mauldslie or Milton Lockhart.

Ha-ha walls separate stock from pleasure grounds

Boundaries
within designed landscapes, although less visible from outside,
also set out the pattern and character of the landscape, whether
these are rectilinear fields or garden walls. Most designed
landscapes have walls as field boundaries (drystone generally),
some have more formal walls around walled gardens, parts of the
pleasure gardens, or to frame the entrances to the estates.
Gateways vary from simple stone pillars to ornamental columns
or grand structures such as a Mauldslie and Milton Lockhart, both
of which incorporate gatehouses and arched gateways set at one
end of a bridge over the Clyde. Several estates in the Clyde and
Avon valley have ‘ha-has’, sunken walls which contain stock but
allow the view from a country house to be uninterrupted.

Milton Lockhart bridge and gateway

Other structures may be retaining walls, such as at Cleghorn,
where the retaining wall separates the flatter parkland with the
steep gorge sides, and also provides a walking route along it.
Several estates also have metal strap fences, and decorative
ironwork for garden or field gates. These iron fences set estates
apart from other agricultural landscapes, often indicating
parkland boundaries.

Boundaries are important to the designed
landscapes, and of particular interest to the
designed landscape heritage of the valley if:
 Historic plans illustrate that boundaries have
existed since the 19th or 18th century. Many field
boundaries have been lost in the drive to enlarge
field sizes for modern farm practices and
machinery during the 20th century
 Historic photographs exist of gateways, or lodge
houses
 They run along historic routes such as roads
(often now enlarged public roads), drives,
avenues or pleasure walks
 They are still relatively intact and functional
Estate walls near Netherfield
today
 They set the character of the landscape, such as
estate walls with distinctive copestone designs, metal strap fences contrasting with post and wire replacements
nearby, or single species beech hedges contrasting with hawthorn/mixed species vernacular field hedges.
 They might lead to a particular feature of interest in the designed landscape such as along paths leading to
viewpoints such as at Mauldslie.
Conservation should focus on the condition of
existing elements, with a priority for unique or
estate-specific features that give coherence to
the estate, for example:

Retaining wall at Cleghorn

outgrown hedge. For particularly large (long
unchecked) growth of beech trees for
example, it may not be possible/desirable to
reduce trees to hedge size. For other species
such as hawthorns that have grown scrubby,
the hedge may require partial cuts for 2-3
years before the hedge can be re-established.
Additional planting to rejuvenate thin hedges
may also be needed.
 Clear invasive vegetation such as brambles,
rhododendrons, scrub and self-seeded trees
from around walls and fence boundaries
 Consolidate wall structures and gateways
 Repair metal strap fences where possible.

 Record extant boundary features and their
role and condition and ecological value, using
maps, drawings and photographs, to preserve
information
 Identify priority boundaries – external
boundaries or those with particular character
 Plan for the maintenance of hedges with
annual clipping. Re-establish cutting regimes for
overgrown hedges after a period of free growth
will depend on the species and size of the

Outgrown beech hedge too large to cut back down

This Guidance Note is produced as part of a series developed by Scotland’s Garden & Landscape Heritage through the Glorious Gardens Project.
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CGN 5
Walled Gardens

Walled Gardens are special features of the Clyde and Avon Valleys because of the
history of the area as the productive and fertile “fruit basket of Scotland”
Walled gardens are enclosed and sheltered places, that have a microclimate that is different from the surrounding
woodland or landscape. They produce better crops than unenclosed gardens, but a productive walled garden is labour
intensive to maintain, and many old walled gardens have fallen into disuse, often with crumbling walls and overgrown
interiors. However, a walled garden will be of
particular interest to the designed landscape
heritage of the valley if:
 Historic plans and/or photographs exist
 There are cultural associations through poems,
paintings or people
 Some of the structure remains – the walls,
ironwork, stonework, paths, internal layout and
structures including glasshouses or cold
frames, and there are remaining fruit trees or
other planting
 It has particular features such as original
ironwork, fountains, hollow (heated) walls and
potting sheds, terraces, carved crests or other
designs, bee boles
 It is still in use!
Walled garden exterior at Baronald

If it does not have these
features, or many are lost, it will
still be of interest as part of the
designed landscape. Even if no
structures remain, the soils of a
walled garden will have been
influenced by intensive
cultivation, and are likely support
richer vegetation than
surrounding areas.

Walled Garden Gateways

Conservation should focus on the preservation of
existing elements and the need to avoid further
loss of features. Priorities may include (depending
on the current status of the features):






Recording extant features using maps,
drawings and photographs, to preserve
information
Clearing invasive vegetation such as
brambles, ivy, rhododendrons that may
cause damage to structures, and hide the
presence or layout of the walled garden
Consolidating wall or wall footings to make
them safe and preserve against further
decay or collapse, through removal of
vegetation and consolidation of stonework
Walled Gardens can contain orchards






Consolidating terraces, banks or steps to avoid collapse
Maintaining surviving plantings, for example through clearing
competing vegetation, and restorative pruning for surviving fruit
trees
Consolidating/maintaining internal structures such as
glasshouses or paths to preserve the layout.

Opportunities for walled gardens could include preservation,
restoration or repurposing:


Preserve features in their current state and consolidate unsafe
structures

Consolidation of ruinous structures may be required








Simplify and put garden down to grass,
removing overgrown self-seeded vegetation,
but retaining original planting and structure
where possible
Repurpose the garden as an orchard, taking
advantage of the sheltered space.
Repurpose the garden for livestock. Poultry
can be contained within the walls and will
benefit from the shelter, as can sheep, but
cattle can cause damage to walls (by rubbing
or poaching the footings), and should be kept
away from the walls by fencing.
Bring parts of the garden back into
horticultural use – as productive or decorative
gardens, potentially with community
involvement.

Cattle can be a problem in walled gardens

This Guidance Note is produced as part of a series developed by Scotland’s Garden & Landscape Heritage through the Glorious Gardens Project.

